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Every year, on the first Friday of July, anyonewho has a connection
to mesothelioma comes together to commemorate Action
Mesothelioma Day.

This year was very different because all plans for bringing people
togetherwere scuppereddue to theongoing coronavirus pandemic.

However, the challenges presented an opportunity to mark the
occasion in a different way, and we had to re-think how we would
respectfully remember all those who had lost their lives to this
terrible disease, and acknowledge those living with the disease.

In the short timeframe available, we decided to abandon our plans
for a physical get-together, and like many support groups, made
preparations to host a virtual action mesothelioma day. We invited
patients, carers, family members, nurses, consultants, support
workers, trustees, solicitors and special guests to share messages
of remembrance and hope in a video presentation that could be
viewed live on the day, but also shared and watched by family and
friends all over the world.

Along with messages of remembrance and hope, Marika shared a
beautiful poem titled “I’m there inside your heart” as the video
showed pictures of the memory tree with the names of those we’ve
lost to mesothelioma. As the poem reading finished, there was a
virtual dove release as a symbolic gesture of love, hope and peace
as we took a few moments to quietly remember the special people
we’ve lost to mesothelioma.

As an uplifting end to the presentation, the East Kent Rock Choir
performed a rendition of Joe Cocker’s “With a little help from my
friends” and we heard messages of encouragement and hope.

We have received many positive messages of thanks and support
for the presentation, I thought I would share one particularmessage
which sums up the feedback pretty well:

“Just a few words of thanks to you, and all those involved in the
video on Friday. We so appreciated all the aspects of the
presentation, put together with sensitivity, humour and a sense of
companionship for many. On a personal note our son in Australia
was able to join in with our Grandsons which was great for us to
know.Many a tear was shed aswewere able to see Jimwandering
around, chatting to people, as he always didwith a smile on his face
which is now in our hearts. Thank you to everyone for an excellent,
memorable job well done. We will continue to help and support
LASAG any way we can.”

On behalf of the trustees and team at London Asbestos
Support, we would like to say a big thank you once again to
everyone who contributed to the presentation, and to
everyone who joined us on the day as we marked this
important occasion.

The presentation can be viewed on our website at
www.lasag.org.uk/amd2020.



Enclosed with this newslet ter is a survey asking a few quest ions about
how you use our services. We would value your feedback to help us
improve. Please take a few minutes to complete the survey and post
i t back. Or complete the survey onl ine at www.lasag.org.uk/survey

To mark the anniversary of the Dagenham Ford sewing
machinists 1968 strike, artist Ilona Sagar has been working
with the charity on a short film commissioned by
Serpentine Galleries as part of a series that examines the
future and histories of work called Radio Ballads. Ilona’s
project explores the legacy of asbestos that is central to
the history of work in the area. Due to heavy industries, the
borough has the highest level of mesothelioma in London.
It was known as early as the 1940s that asbestos could
cause lung cancer, but the asbestos lobby ignored,
trivialised, and suppressed the scientific. Ilona would like
to invite our readers to record their stories, and discuss
their experiences. If you would like to be part of the project,
please email ilonasagar@gmail.com for more information.

NEWS& EVENTS

We’re growing our team:
Do you know anyone who might be interested in
working with us as a part-time Support Worker?
Please get in touch for an application pack or visit
our recruitment page: www.lasag.org.uk/joinus

Please Note: Support Groups are still suspended but we are hosting Virtual Support Groups
Our Support Workers are available on the phone if you need to talk - 0808 278 2515

On 1 June Leigh Day's asbestos team embarked on a challenge to cover
2,333km across the UK in aid of 15 asbestos victim support groups, whose
usual schedule of fundraising events has been decimated by the coronavirus
pandemic. Twenty-one members of the team ran, walked, cycled and
staggered their way around a virtual route passing some of this country's most
recognisable landmarks, as well as some of its most notorious asbestos
hotspots.

Dan Easton (Partner at Leigh Day) said “We're extremely grateful to everyone
who took the time to follow our exploits on social media and who donated to
our fundraising target. After allowing some time for further donations to come
through, we are now delighted to announce that we raised over £6,750!”

In receiving the generous donation, Belinda Chadwick (trustee) said “We are
so grateful for the efforts to raise money for the Support Groups. We
understand how tough many charities have found operating under the current
conditions and restrictions imposed by the coronavirus, and to see the Leigh
Day team pull together for a fun and interesting challenge is remarkable.
Thank you very much indeed - your donation will go towards helping establish
our newly launched virtual support groups.

As part of our new Virtual Support Group
meetings, we interviewed Mavis and Ray Nye via
Zoom. What an inspirational couple - during
lockdown, they celebrated their 60 th wedding
anniversary. You can listen to the interviews on
our website at www.lasag.org.uk/soundbites
where we talk about everything from how they fell
in love (at the tennis courts), how they have been
coping during lockdown, Mavis’ trials and
treatments over the years, and living with
mesothelioma from a carer’s perspective.

2020
ANNUAL
MEETING

Join us for our 2020 ‘virtual’ Annual
Meeting where we will share an
update and our future plans.

Hear from special guest speakers
and meet our board of trustees

Register at: www.lasag.org.uk/events

“For me, it was the ideal transition from nursing to being a
support worker and I absolutely loved it because it gave
me more time to provide a level of care and support that
just wasn’t feasible in my position as a nurse”
Marika Townsend - Support Worker



Q. What ismesothelioma

A. Mesothelioma is a type of cancer that develops in
the lining that covers the outer surface of some of
the body's organs. Mesotheliomamainly affects
the lining of the lungs (pleural mesothelioma),
although it can also affect the lining of the tummy
(peritoneal mesothelioma), heart or testicles.

Q. How ismesotheliomadiagnosed?

A. Anumber of different tests may need to be carried
out, including::

• an X-ray of your chest or tummy
• a CT scan – a number of X-ray images are

taken to create a detailed image of the inside
of the body

• fluid drainage – if there's a build-up of fluid
around the lungs or in the tummy, a sample
may be removed using a needle inserted
through the skin so the fluid can be analysed

• a thoracoscopy or laparoscopy – the inside
of your chest or tummy is examined with a
long, thin camera that's inserted through a
small cut (incision) under sedation or
anaesthetic; a sample of tissue (biopsy) may
be removed so it can be analysed

Q. How ismesothelioma treated?

A. The best treatment for mesothelioma depends on
several factors, including how far the cancer has
spread and your general health.As mesothelioma
is often diagnosed at an advanced stage,
treatment is usually focused on controlling the
symptoms and prolonging life for as long as
possible. Possible treatments include:

• chemotherapy – this is the main treatment
for mesothelioma and involves using
medicine to help shrink the cancer

• radiotherapy – this involves using high-
energy radiation to kill cancer cells; it may be
used to slow the cancer down and keep it
under control

• surgery – an operation to remove the
cancerous area can be done if
mesothelioma is detected at a very early
stage, although it's not clear whether surgery
is helpful

You'll also probably have treatment for your
individual symptoms to help you feel as
comfortable as possible. For example, regularly
draining fluid from your chest may help your
breathing and strong painkillers may help relieve
your pain.

Sometimes a procedure is carried out to stop the
fluid coming back again by making the outside of
the lungs stick to the inside of your chest
(pleurodesis), or a tube is put in your chest to drain
the fluid regularly at home.

Early studies indicate that immunotherapy may be
a useful treatment for mesothelioma and clinical
trials are undertaken to find better treatments to
help manage the disease.

If you would like to find out more about clinical
trials, speak to your MesotheliomaUk CNS or ask
our Support Worker for more information.

In each issue, we have an expert panel answer your questions.

If you have a question you would like us to answer, please send it to:
ask@lasag.org.uk - you can ask about anything from nutrition, treatment, exercise,
sleep, research, trials, to carer advice, travel insurance, benefits or compensation.

ASK the Experts



Q. We were delighted to hear about your
new post as a MesotheliomaUK CNS, where
are you based?

A. I'm based at the Kent and Canterbury Hospital,
but the MesoUK post will be trust wide, so I'll be
covering East Kent and working alongside Lou
Gilham. Together, we will be providing a service
for the whole of Kent.

Q. Can you tell us how the role came about,
and I know the Mavis Nye foundation has
generously funded your post?

A. Yes, Mavis is one of my my patients who I have
known a long time and we have been in talks for
many years about trying to get a MesoUK nurse in
Kent. She's been tirelessly trying to fund these
posts, which I'm eternally grateful.

Q. How long have you been a nurse?

A. I've been a lung cancer Nurse Specialist in East
Kent since 2004.

Q. I know you've worked with our team to
set up the Canterbury Support Group in
2017 which many of your patients attend.
How has support and treatment for
mesothelioma changed for your patients.

A. Things have changed so drastically in the last
few years with more treatments, more trials, and
people are surviving a lot longer with the disease.

Q. What impact has Coronavirus had on the
services at the hospitals with diagnosis and
treatments?

A. We have noticed our inpatient numbers of lung
cancers and mesothelioma patients has risen
because they haven't been able to access GP as
much. We’re in the process of doing some audits
of that that data, but looking at the raw data so far,
it does look like our inpatient admissions have
risen in the last few months in comparison to last
year. And I know a lot of our patients from the
Support Group, unfortunately have lost their fight

over the COVID period – either due to COVID or
disease progression, which is really sad. For a
short period of time, we did stop doing
chemotherapy, surgery and immunotherapy for
mesothelioma patients because the risk of COVID
was so high. In the recent month or so we've
started again doing surgery, chemotherapy and
immunotherapy again.

Q. With a patient pausing or stopping
treatment for a period because they weren't
able to come in to the hospital, what impact
would that have on the longer term
treatment or their own well being?

A. I think that varies from patient to patient. We've
had a couple of patients who hadn't started
treatment, so they just paused by a few months
and hopefully, they haven't been too impacted by
that. Some have gone on to have surgery or
chemotherapy, so they're still well enough to
tolerate that. I think from a psychological point of
view, some of the patients found it quite difficult to
stop but understood the rationale and the dangers
of why they you know, why they needed to stop for
that period of time.

MeetthenewMesotheliomaUKCNSforEastKent

Royal Voluntary Service volunteers provide Patient
Transport for essential appointments and visits to

and from hospital, to a GP or other medical
appointment where confidence or mobility issues
can make it difficult to attend on time, if not

impossible, for you to use public transport or if you
live in rural areas with limited transport.

If you, or someone you know, needs help,
call the NHS Volunteer Responders

on 0808 196 3646 or visit
https://nhsvolunteerresponders.org.uk/referral

We recently interviewed Toni Fleming (Clinical Nurse Specialist) about her new appointment and
how clinical services have been affected by COVID-19. Below are some of the questionswe

asked and you can listen to the full interview at www.lasag.org.uk/soundbites



Your Feelings

There's no right or wrong way to feel when you're
told you have a terminal illness – a health condition
that you'll most likely die from. You might feel numb
at first, and unable to take in the news, or feel calm
and matter-of-fact about dying.

As time passes, you may experience a range of
emotions. It's normal to feel some or all of the
following: shock, fear, anger, resentment, denial,
helplessness, sadness, frustration, relief,
acceptance.

You may also feel isolated and alone, even if you
have family and friends around you. You might not
experience all of these feelings and, if you do,
they'll not necessarily come in any particular
order. Whatever you feel, you do not have to go
through it alone.

Find someone to talk to

Not everyone wants to talk about what they're
going through. However, a terminal (sometimes
called life-limiting) diagnosis can bring up worries
and fears, and it can help to talk about these so
they do not start to feel impossible to deal with.

People close to you will be dealing with their own
feelings about your diagnosis. If you or they are
finding it hard to talk about it, you might want to
talk to someone who is not as close to you, like a
counsellor.

Worries about about the future

Not knowing exactly what's going to happen to
you can feel overwhelming and upsetting. It's
normal to feel like this, and it might be helpful to
talk with others who are in a similar situation, and
hear how they cope with these feelings.

Knowing that you have a life-limiting condition
leaves you living with uncertainty. You'll probably
have questions with no definite answers

It's normal to feel shock, sadness, anger and
helplessness. But for some people, the feeling
they're unable to cope with their situation does not
go away, and they feel too low to be able to do
any of the things they want to.

If this happens to you and these feelings persist, it
may be helpful to talk to a doctor.

One step at a time

What you're dealing with can feel overwhelming,
but you may be able to make it feel less so by
thinking about it as smaller "pieces". Take one day
at a time, or one week at a time. Decide on some
small, achievable goals, so that you gain
confidence – for example putting family photos
into an album or visiting a friend.

You can still think about bigger issues, such as
where you would like to receive your care in the
future but try not to feel that you have to tackle
everything at once.

Write down your worries

Some people feel helpless and that everything is
out of control. Writing down worries and questions
can help you decide what's important to you and
how to tackle it. If you want, you can use what
you've written to help you talk about things with
your family, friends and carers.

Look after yourself

Try to take some time to do things you enjoy.
Complementary therapies, such as massage and
aromatherapy, may help you feel better. It may
help the people close to you if they know you're
looking after yourself.

There may be things that you can do together.
Accept offers of help from friends and family, and
give specific examples of support you need and
would like. For example, taking you shopping,
bringing you meals to put in the freezer, or driving
you to appointments.

Ask your Support Worker about your local support
group or view our map of support groups at
www.lasag.org.uk/support-groups. Although we
have not been able to meet in person, we have
been running Virtual Support Groups.

This text is an extract from
the NHS article titled
Coping with a terminal illness.

For the full article, visit
http://bit.ly/nhs-terminal-illness

WELL-BEING
Coping with a terminal illness



I wish to make a donation to London Asbestos Support Awareness Group for £_______

Title: Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Email: Phone:

Please let us know how we can keep in touch with you by ticking the relevant boxes below.

I am happy for the charity to contact me by (tick all that apply): ◻Post ◻Email ◻Phone ◻SMS

Boost your donation by 25p
for every £1 you donate by
ticking the Gift Aid box *

◻ I am a UK taxpayer and wish to Gift Aid
my donation and any donations I make in

the future or have made in the past 4 years.

*You must pay income tax equal to the tax reclaimed by the charity on the donation.
If you pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed

on all donations in that tax year it is your responsibility to pay any difference.

Card Payments Bank Payments

Everything we do depends on the generous donations of our supporters. 100% of the money we spend each year comes
from the people, companies and trusts who decide to support us. Whether it is putting a few pounds in the donation tins,
donations in lieu of flowers, making a corporate donation or hosting an event, we are extremely grateful for your support.

Please visit www.lasag.org.uk/fundraising to find out how you can support us

Molly is running the London Marathon to raise
money in memory of her grandad.

“On the 21st of December 2018 my Grandad
(Baccy) was diagnosed with Mesothelioma which
is a terminal form of asbestos cancer.

Sadly, on the 25th of November 2019 we lost him
to this cruel disease. He kept his humour right up
until the very end and still was making everybody
laugh around him. He was the bravest man I have
ever met and I feel so lucky that I got to call him
my Grandad.

I decided to take on the challenge of running the
London Marathon in honour of my Grandad as it
is giving me the opportunity to raise money for the
charity that looked after him. I hope I am making
him the proudest Grandad as that is all I want to
do, he is still and will always be my hero.”

In Memory Giving & Tribute Funds:
Giving in memory of someone is a very special
way to commemorate their life by making a
donation, holding a collection at a funeral or
memorial service, setting up a tribute page,
making a regular gift to mark a special date, such
as a birthday, or taking part in an event or
challenge in their name.

Cash / Cheque

Farthings, Bridle Lane
Rickmansworth WD3 4JQ

Secure online donations at:
www.lasag.org.uk/donate

London Asbestos Support
SC: 30-98-90 Acc. No: 18406368

www.lasag.org.uk/molly



Support Groups
for anyone affected by mesothelioma and other asbestos related diseases

Sevenoaks
Third Wednesday of every month 2 - 4 pm

The Luggage Room
Bat & Ball Railway Station, Bat & Ball Road

Sevenoaks, TN14 5AP

marika@lasag.org.uk 07880 201751

Canterbury
Second Tuesday of every month 2 - 4 pm

A.R.C.A. Hall
151 Ashford Road, Thanington Without

Canterbury, CT1 3XR

alison@lasag.org.uk 07585 337230

Bexley
First Friday of every Month 2 - 4 pm

Baldwyns Park Baptist Church Hall
The Manse, Dartford Road

Bexley, DA5 2AY

marika@lasag.org.uk 07880 201751

Isle of Sheppey
First Wednesday of every Month 3 – 4.30 pm

Harps Inn
Minster Rd, Minster on Sea

Sheerness ME12 3N

denise@lasag.org.uk 07950 922874

Rainham
First Tuesday of every Month 3 – 4.30 pm

Rainham Cricket Ground
Berengrove Park, Berengrave Ln

Rainham, ME8 7NA

denise@lasag.org.uk 07950 922874

Dagenham
Third Thursday of every month - 11 am - 1 pm

Toby Carvery Moby Dick
Whalebone Ln N, Chadwell Heath
Dagenham, Romford RM6 6QU

yvonne@lasag.org.uk 07917 194454

Surrey
Third Wednesday of every month 11 am - 12.30 pm

Maggies at The Royal Marsden
17 Cotswold Rd, Sutton SM2 5NG

yvonne@lasag.org.uk 07917 194454

London
First Tuesday of every month 11 am - 1 pm

Guy's Cancer Centre
Great Maze Pond, London SE1 9RT

Rachel.C.Thomas@gstt.nhs.uk 0207 1884758

Join us for coffee, cake and conversation at your nearest support group.
An opportunity to meet others living with the disease. Regular talksontopics including:
Managing Diet, Clinical Trials, Hobbies & Interests, Benefits available, Alternative therapies,

Updates on new treatments, Advice on insurance, Health and Wellbeing.
Our experienced staff together with specialist guest speakers and other professionals will be
available to provide information, advice or a listening ear in a safe & private environment.

Please Note: Support Groups are still suspended but we are hosting Virtual Support Groups
Our Support Workers are available on the phone if you need to talk - 0808 278 2515


